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Abst rac t - - In  a recent paper [1], numerical schemes based on a conservative linearisation are 
presented for the Eu[er equations governing compressible flows of an ideal gas, and the subsequent 
study of these schemes establishes relationships between them through the use of a source term. In 
this paper, we seek to extend these ideas to encompass compressible flows of real gases where the 
equation of state allows for nonideal gases. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [1], a numerical upwind scheme for the one-dimensional Euler equations for ideal 
gases is presented, which is a conservative linearisation based on an adaptation of flux balance 
distribution methods [2-4], and is related to a number of other schemes. This was achieved by 
writing part of the flux balance as a source term. In this paper, we seek to extend these ideas to 
the Euler  equat ions to include nonideal  gases wi th  a general  equat ion of state. One important  
difference in this case is that  it  is necessary to use an a l ternat ive pr imit ive variable, namely, the 
specific internal  energy, in the parameter  vector. 
2. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The unsteady one-dimensional Euler equations governing the compressible flow of a real gas 
can be written in conservation form as 
_~t +_f= = 0, (2.1) 
where 
u - (p, pu, e) T (2.2) 
axe the conserved variables, and the flux funct ion 
_f (~_) = (~,p + pu ~, u(e + p))T, (2.3) 
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together with 
1 2 : pi + ~p~. (2.4) 
The quantities (p, u, p, i, e) : (p, u, p, i, e) (x, t) represent the density, velocity, pressure, 
specific internal energy, and total energy of the fluid, respectively, at a general position x and 
at time t. In addition, there is an equation of state relating the pressure, density, and specific 
internal energy of the form 
p = p (p , i ) .  (2.5) 
For future reference, the quasi-linear form of equation (2.1) is given by 
ut÷Aux=O,  (2.6) 
where the 3acobian of the flux function _f is given by 
0 
a2--u2--P"~ (P  
A=f  = U 
and where the sound speed, a, is given by 
1 0 
pi p~ 
P P 
P + i + lu  2 u + u pi 
p 2 p 
__u2 P_~ 
P 
(2.7) 
PPi 
a~ = ;" + 7 '  (2.s) 
In the special case of an ideal gas, the equation of state (2.5) is given by 
P = (7 - 1) pi, (2.9) 
where the constant ~ denotes the ratio of specific heat capacities of the gas, and the sound speed 
in (2.8) becomes 
a 2 = 7P, (2.10) 
P 
with the Jacobian (2.7) simplifying to 
0 1 0 / 
(~ 3)~ 
A=L = ~ (3 -~)~ ~-1 . (2.11) 
a 2 
| "~ - -  2 3 ua2 (3 -- 2~/)u2 ÷ __  "ru 
3. CONSERVATIVE  L INEARISAT ION 
To extend the ideas in [1] to general equations of state, it is necessary to give a brief description 
of the conservative linearisation approach. 
For a given cell C in the numerical grid, define a flux balance 
c L R _ (£(~_R) - f(_~L)) = -~/ ,  (3.1) 
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denoting the change in flux balance across the boundaries of the cell. The numerical approxima- 
tion to ~ is defined to be of the form 
= = (3.2) 
where Ax is the cell length and ~ indicates a discretised quantity. Having determined the precise 
form for ~, which we describe shortly, the distribution of the flux balance to the nodes at either 
end of the cell is then made using upwinding. Conservation requires that the overall contribution 
to the nodes depends only on the boundary conditions. Thus, for a linearisation represented 
by (3.2) to be conservative, the sum over the computational domain of the _~ should reduce to 
boundary conditions alone. It follows from (3.1), that a linearisation is conservative if _~ = 
for each cell, and the resulting scheme is conservative provided all of the discrete flux balance is 
distributed to the nodes of the grid. 
4. APPL ICAT ION TO THE EULER EQUATIONS 
Now, we apply the approach outlined in Section 3 to the Euler equations (2.1). 
4.1. Parameter  Vector  
A linearisation of the Euler equations for real gases can be achieved by seeking discrete flux 
Jacobians A in (3.2), which allows ~ to be easily decomposed into components and then, an 
application of the upwinding technique. In [1], this is achieved for the Euler equations for ideal 
gases by evaluating the Jacobian consistently f rom some average cell state ~, so that 
= f_~ (__#) --- A (__#) (4.1) 
and then, assume that the components  of a parameter vector vary linearly in space within each 
cell. For the Euler equations for nonideal gases, one obvious parameter vector is the vector of 
primitive variables 
_z = (p, u , i )  T (4.2) 
In the ideal gas case [1], the pressure, p, was used, but in this case, we use the specific internal 
energy, i, because it is easier to express the vector of conserved variables u in terms of _z. An 
important consequence of the linear variation is that ~ is locally constant, and so the conservative 
flux balance can be written as 
• 
I;br clarity, throughout the remainder of Section 4, we write all expressions explicitly in terms 
of z = (p, u, i)T, instead of using the general component form _z = (Zl, z2, z3) T. 
Now, in terms of z, f = (pu, p(p,i) + pu 2, pui + up(p,i) + (1/2)pu3) -F, so that 
f-z_ = PP + u2 2pu . (4.4) 
ui + lua + 2 pu2 + pi + p pu + up~ ]
To achieve a conservative linearisation, the integrals in (4.3) must be calculated exactly, and 
hence, the numerical flux balance (3.2) is given by 
1 fc  u2 pp + dx 
= -Ax  
1 /c  13 ui + 
+upp dx 
# 0 
Ax 2pu dx Ax pi dx 
1 /c3 2 1/c 
Ax ~ pu --Ax pu 
+pi dx q- ~ -bupi dx 
(4.5) 
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where the overbar ~ indicates the consistent evaluation of a quantity solely derived from the 
cell-average state given by 
1 
_~ = ~ (z L + zR), (4.6) 
using 
1 /czd  x 1 ~zR(  Az )  I --Ax = ~x L ZL + (x - XL)~x x dx = ~ (z L + ZR) , (4.7) 
and where 
1 /c  1 fza  / " Ap, A i )  P=-d-~z pdx=--~z j~ ~ p(pL +(x--zLl~--~z iL +(X--XL)--~x ax. (4.8) 
The treatment of the remaining components o r r i s  considered shortly. The corresponding discrete 
gradient, evaluated under the assumption of linearly varying _z, is given by 
-~ _ z R - z________~L _ AZ (4 .9 )  
Ax Ax 
Now, the flux balance can also be written in terms of the conservative variables ince _u = (p, 
p, u, p, i + (1/2)pu2) r,  and thus, (10 ) 
u~--- u p . 
1 2 i +-~u pu 
4.2. Discrete Conservat ive F lux Balance 
It follows that the discrete gradient of the conservative vaxiables can be written as 
1 0 
Ax J c -  Ax u~__z~ -~_ 
1 [~d~+; 1 /c 2Ax Jc ~ pu dx 
and thus, from (4.5), the discrete conservative flux balance is given by 
where matrices 7_~_ and (_~_)-z are given by 
(~=_)-1 = 
1 0 0 
_~ ! o 
P P 
1 1(1/  ) 1 
f pudx 
+~ \axJo ] 
p 0 
1 /cu2dx 2 /cpudx a~ 
ap + ~ A---x 
t~p + ui dx 3 pu 2 dx ~i + -~x pu dx 
2Ax 
1 u3 1 /c  + 2"A~x fc dx +-A-xx pi dx + ~ 
and 
7z = 
(4.10) 
) ~, (4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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where we have denoted 
a;# = ~ pp# dx = -~x Pp# PL + (z -- XL) A-'~' iL + (x -- ZL) -~x dx, (4.15a,b) 
/3p,i = ~ upo # dx 
1 ~xR(  Au)  ( Ap .  A i )  (4.16a,b) 
= Ax L UL+(X--XL)~x pp# PL+(X--XL)~x,ZL+(X--XL)--~X dx 
In order to evaluate the expression in (4.12), it is necessary to multiply the matrices in (4.13) 
and (4.14). However, in order to obtain the most succinct form, it is first necessary to simplify 
them. 
4.3. Simplification of (___~)-1 
First, for any U and V varying linearly 
fc  UV dx = Ax (UV + I AuAv)  (4.17) 
ms shown in [1], and in the special case U = V (4.17) becomes 
fcU2 dx = Ax (~I2 + l (Au)2~ . (4.18) 
l z  / 
Using (4.17) with U = p, V = u, and (4.18) with U = u, the expression for (u-z__) -1 in (4.13) 
simplifies to 
1 0 0 
1 
P P 
1 (4.19) (gA -1= 1 1 2 _I (~+ l_~ApAu ) 1 
p 
7+~(g+ 1 ) 
4.4. Simplification of fz 
First, we use (4.17) with U = p, V = u, then, with U = u, V = i, and U = p, V = i, as well 
as (4.18) with U = u, so that the expression for fz in (4.14) simplifies to 
a,  + ~2 + 1 (Au) 2 
7_- Z 
¢~o + g7 + 1AuAi  
1 
+ 2--~z fc  ua dx 
Second, for any U and V varying linearly, 
p 0 
1 2p~ + -~ApAu c~i 
3 f 2 ],~ pu dx + p7 fli + P~ 
2Ax 
1 +_~2 ApAu +-~ ApAi + 
1V 1 - 2 =Ax(O "+ -AVAV+ V(AV) ), 
(4.20) 
dx 
(4.21) 
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again, as shown in [1], and in the special case U = V, 
ScU~ dz= Ax (~f~ + Iu(AU)2) . (4.22) 
I f  we now use (4.21) with U = p, V -- u and (4.22) with U = u, the expression for f~ in (4.20) 
simplifies to 
z 
~ o 
1 2 1 
ap +~2 + T~(Au) 2p~+ ~ApAu a~ 
/3p + ~7 + 1AuAi -~pu3- -2  + pT+~ + 1ApAi  ~ +#~ 
+~ApAu + ~p(Au) 
(4.23) 
Therefore, multiplying the matrices in (4.19) and (4.23), the discrete conservative flux balance is 
given by (3.2) in which _~ = _~ and 
0 1 
-- -t- -t- i -- gAphu 
12p ] 
~ApAu 
+ap - 2i + 12-----7- 
=Az= ~,_~3 up ~ApA~ P+7-  + 8 
- ~ 12~ ~ (~-+ 
5~2~,p F,~ A~A~ (~)  Aphu~ 
247-- + 1~- + \ ~ i 
7ApAu /fli +~]  ApAi  (ApAu) 2 
- 12---~- + I,, 7 ,} - - : - - -  + 12m-y - 144,~ 
( ~ -~ A p A u (A24)2) 
- 7+ 12p 
Ap(A~)3 ~(ApA~)2 
288----~ + 144~ 
o 
p 
Ap Au . fl~ ~+~+-~ (4.24) 
5. IDEAL GAS 
Now, we consider the special case of an ideal gas before returning to the general, nonideal case. 
5.1 .  S imp l i f i ca t ion  of  A~_ 
In the case of an ideal gas, the equation of state (2.5) is given by 
p = ( " / -  1)pi,  (5.1) 
where the constant ~ denotes the ratio of specific heat capacities of the gas, so that the terms ap 
and jfp in (4.15a) and (4.16a) are given by 
l fc l f f  R = (3' -- 1) i dx = (~/-  1) ~ (5.2) ap ~xx p, dx=~xx L 
~3p = -~x uppdx = -~x ('7 - 1)uidx = ('y - 1) ~+ AuAi , (5.3) 
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using (4.17) with U = u and V = i. Similarly, ai and/?i in (4.15b) and (4.16b) are given by 
~ = (,r - 1)p, ~3~ = ( 'y-  1) ( f i~+ 1ApAu)  (5.4a, b) 
and, using (4.17) with U = p, V = i, 15 in (4.8) is given by 
l f~  lfzZl~ ( 1 )  
~) = -~x pdx = ~x ~ (5.5) 
5.2. Separate Treatment of Flux Balance Terms 
Thus, the discrete conservative flux balance is given by (3.2) in which ~ = ___~ and 
o 1 
~ (,7 - 3)ApAu 
~2 + (3 - 7) ~ - 
p 12p 
(-~ - 3)(a~)2 
A = A~ = ( ,y -2 )~ ~ _.=, ~ i  3-2~2 + (~)2  
_ ~ -7~*  ~ 2 s 
7 Ap(Au) 3 + 7 ~(Ap Au) 2 + 3' Ap Ai 
" 2----~Z-- ~ ~---i~ -+~ 
7~Ap Ai 7~(Au) 2 (3 - 27) ~Ap Au 
- - ' - "~ T -4 12fi 
(,~ 7~ApAu + - 2) ~2ApAu 7(&p Au) 2 
12p 8fi 144/32 
o 
"7-1 
~ApAu (5.6) 
Now, from (2.17), the continuous Jacobian can be written as 
l ;  ° / A= % 3~ (3 -7)~ ~-1  
|9 ' -2  3 3--27u2 +7 i  ~/u 
\ - -~u - Tu i  2 
(5.7) 
and thus, the approximate Jacobian Az__ in (5.6) is not of the form as prescribed in (4.1), i.e., 
Az__ ~- A(Z) = 
0 1 0 / 
723~2 (3 -7)~ 7 -1  , 
_~3 _ 7 u'-'~ 3 - -  27~ 2 + 7~ 
2 
(5.8) 
a prerequisite for the scheme in Section 4. However, matrix .4 can be decomposed as 
A~ = A (~) + K~, (5.9) 
where the matrices 
A(~_) = 
0 
31 -- 32  
2 
_7_~ u__a ~&2 
3'--1 
1 
(3 - 7) 
3 ~2 27~2 + __  
2 9 ' - I  
0 / 
,) (5.1o) 
~= 
12p 144fi 2 
and 
0 
(~ - 2)~ap au  (~ - 3)(au) ~ 
12fi 24 
~AuAi ~Ap(Au) 3 
12 288fi 
~(Au)  2 ~ApAi  
24 12fi 
~ApAu (~ - 2)~2ApAu + 
12fi 8fi 
~(ApAu)  2 
144fi 2 
0 
('7 - 3)ApAu 
12fi 
(Au) 2 (3 -- 2~/) ~Ap Au - - +  
8 12fi 
~/ApAi ~(ApAu) 2 , (5.n) 
h2 =',/(P) = ~(~-1)~. 
Therefore, the flux balance in (4.12) can be written as 
0 
0 
Ap Au 
12fi 
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(5.12) 
~z = -Ax  (A (Z) + K~_) u_-~ = ~ + q~, (5.13) 
where the flux balance 
Y-z_ -- -Ax  A (Z) __= 
is handled in the usual upwinding sense, and the term 
(5.14) 
q_~ = -Ax  K~_-_u~ (5.15) 
is treated as a 'source', which is expected to be negligible in smooth flows but to have an effect 
at discontinuities, ince it depends on Ap, Au, Ai. In practice, higher-order terms beyond the 
second may be able to be neglected, in which case, matrix K~ can be replaced by 
L z 
0 0 0 
0 
12p 12fi 
('7 - 3)(Au) 2 
24 
~AuAi ~(Au)  2 (Au) 2 ,yApAi ~ApAu 
12 24 8 12p 12fi 
~/~ApAi ,yiApAu (3 -- 2~/)~ApAu 
-4 
12fi 12fi 
(~/-- 2) ~2Ap Au 
sz 
12fi 
The gradient ~_~ is then projected onto the local eigenvectors of A(-_z). 
(5.16) 
5.3. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A(~) are 
( _e~(z_-)= 1,~+a, _1 1-2 )T (  l I T  +~u +~a , 1,~,~2 
(5.17a-c) 
(5.18a-c) 
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where 
1 f=  1 PL + , 
representing approximations to the continuous values 
a 2 
A~ =u+a,u ,  e~ = (1 ,u+a,  
7 - -1  
1 2 1~2~T +-~U +ua)T,(1,u, 2 j , 
6. REAL  GAS 
We now return to the general equations of state case in Section 4. 
(5.19a,b) 
(5.2oa-g) 
6.1. Separate  T reatment  of  F lux  Ba lance Terms 
The discrete conservative flux balance is given by (3.2), in which ~x = u-x and 
,,4 = 2{z__= 
12p 
o o 
12p } -~- 
-^  ~2 (h~)2 ~p_~3 up P +7-  d 
~ T s 
~ApAi  ~ApAu [p '~-~i~ [_  ApAu~ 
+ q 12~ 144p 2
~2 _ 
12t5 
5g 2AP Au Au Ai 
24p 12 
288fi 144fi 2 
_ , ApAu + ~i 
(6.1) 
Now, from (2.11), the continuous Jacobian can be written as 
A = 
o 1 o '~ 
a2-u2-PA  ( p 2u-uP'p P-"~p 
-u - -  + i -- u 2 
P P 
(6.2) 
and thus, as in the ideal gas case in Section 5, the approximate Jacobian Az_ in (6.1) is not of the 
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form as prescribed in (4.1), a prerequisite form for the scheme in Section 4, i.e., 
]]~_ # A(~_) = 
0 1 
P P 
(P(~'i) + ~-- lu2) TP(fi'-~) +1-2~u 
0 
p@,7) 
P 
+ (p, 7) 
P (6.3) 
where we have denoted 
52 _-- p# (p, 7) + 
However, matrix .4 can be decomposed as
P (fi, i) P i (fi, i) 
p2 (6.4) 
A~_ = A (__Z) + M~, (6.5) 
where A(Z) is given by (6.3) and matrix Mz_ is simplified shortly. Once this is done, the flux 
balance in (4.12) can be written as 
~z = -Ax  (A (_~) + MJ _~ = ~z + qz' (6.6) 
where the flux balance, 
~_~_ = -Ax A (z_-) _~, 
is handled in the usual upwinding sense, and the term, 
(6.7) 
q-z = -Ax  Mz_~_~, (6.8) 
is treated as a 'source:. Then, the gradient u-m is projected onto the local eigenvectors of A(Z). 
6.2. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A(Z) are 
A{ (~_) = ~ 4- 5,~ (6.9a-c) 
( pp 1_ 2 )m ( 1_ 2 pp,(fi,7))m 
_ei(Z)= 1,~=kS, -p.(_'i) +~+~u J=~ , 1,~,7+~u p~(fi,7) (6.10a-c) 
where ~, 7 are as before and 5 is given by (6.4). These represent approximations to the continuous 
values 
Ai : U :]: a, u, 
e_s=<l,u,i+lu2--PPP~ m 
el~2 = l l ,  u E~ a, ~--- "JF i -JT i 2 ~U -Jr- 9.~ a 
pp~ 
a= +7"  
T 
{6.11a-g) 
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6.3. S impl i f icat ion of  ll)/~ 
Matrix M~ in (6.5) can be simplified as follows. First, we expand as a Taylor series expressions 
in (4.8), (4.15a), and (4.16b), namely,/3, ap,i, j3p,i, using the general result 
i ( 1___ ~Rg PL ÷(X--XL)-A'xx,UL +(X--XL)~x,ZL ÷(X- -XL)~ dx iX  aZL 
1 ~[n  ( Ap_  (X_xM) AU A i )  
-'~ a-~ g f i÷ (X-- XM)-/~--x,U ÷ -~x , i  ÷ (x- -  XM)-~X dx 
f z [a~0 ( 0 0  0)  k (6.12) 1 (X- -xM)k  Ap-~-p÷A~ ÷Ai  N g(p ,u , i )  dz 
i7. 
~_~ f gpp gp . g,o i '~ 
Au 0 
\ gip gi u gii / (p, ~, ~) A i  
where XM = (1/2)(XL + XR). Taking g = p, pp, Pi, upo, up~ in turn, we obtain 
0 0 0 
ApAu 
(Au) 2 ~Ap Au 
12 12,5 
"l-~ (~ApAu (Au) 2 ) 
\ 12,5 24 / 
Ap Au PIAP Au 
6,5 12,5 2
I ~2 ~ ~2pp i 
12,5 2-~-- / p.p(Ap) 2 ~piiAuAi 
. p,, ~2p~ ipp~ ] 24,5 12,5 
-~-~- + 12,52 12,5 ] 
~ApAi , pii (Ai) 2 ppiApAi 
- 12---7- *-N-K--p + 12,5 
...~ Pp l .~ 
-- 12 24,5 12,5 } + ~  + 8 
• ~ppp(Ap) 2 ~pii(Ai) 2 ~pp~ApAu ~piApAu 
24,5 24,5 
_(h,~)2 ~ + 24,5] 
ApAu 
12,5 
12fi 12,52 
Ap Ai 
12,5 
zr pp iAp Au 
12fi 
+ higher- 
order (6.13) 
terms, 
where all derivatives of p are evaluated at (fi, 3). In practice, we advocate ignoring terms of third 
order and those with third derivatives, and higher. For equations of state based on a quadratic 
generalisation of the ideal gas equation, these terms all vanish, while for smooth variations of an 
equation of state of this kind, these terms will be negligible. 
6.4. Idea l  Gas  Case 
Finally, in this section, we note that in the special case of an ideal gas, the general expressions 
in (6.1), (6.3), (6.9a)-(6.10c), and (6.13), yield those in (5.6), (5.8), (5.17a)-(5.18c), and (5.16), 
respectively, using 
P (P, ~) = ('7 - 1 )~,  PAP, ~) = ('7 - 1)~, 
Pi (/~, ~) = ('7 - 1)fi, a 2 = "7 ('7 - 1)~ = h 2. (6.14a-d) 
However, the results in [1] for the ideal gas case are given by ( o o) 
A(_)  = 2 (3 - ,7)  ~ ,7 -  1 , (6.15) 
~'7 -- 2~3 ~a2 22 3-  27~ 2 + a ,7 ~ 
\ ~  ~--1  2 ,7--1 
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and 
( 0 0 !/ 
(3 - .y)(a~,)~ + (~ - 3)~,pt,~, (z - 3)ApA~ 
L~_ = 24 12fi 12fi , (6.16) 
(7- 3)~%pau -~(~u)  ~ (au) ~ (~ - 3)~ap~ 
12fi 24 8 12fi 
Ai (w) = ~ 4- a, ~, (6.17a-c) 
_~(_~)= 1 ,~+h,  a 
3' - 1 2 ~2 ' ' 
(6.18a-c) 
a = , (6 .19)  
where parameter vector is w__ = (p, u, p)T. These expressions are not identical to those in Section 5 
because the specific internal energy has been used in parameter vector z to allow for easier 
handling in the nonideal case, and this is instead of the pressure used in parameter vector _w 
above. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have applied a conservative l inearisation technique to the Euler equations for real gases, 
and considered the special case of an ideal gas, making comparisons with an existing scheme. 
The resulting scheme is based on upwinding, together with the incorporation of a source term. 
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